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QUESTION 1

What is the name of the procmail configuration file that is placed in a user home directory? (Specify the file name only
without any path.) 

A. .procmailrc 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The mailserver is currently called fred, while the primary MX record points to mailhost.example.org. What must be done
to direct example.org email towards fred? 

A. Add an A record for mailhost to fred\\'s IP address. 

B. Add a CNAME record from mailhost to fred 

C. Add another MX record pointing to fred\\'s IP address. 

D. Add a PTR record from mailhost to fred. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following OpenVPN configuration options makes OpenVPN forward network packets between VPN clients
itself instead of passing the packets on to the Linux host which runs the OpenVPN server for further processing? 

A. inter-client-traffic 

B. client-to-client 

C. client-router 

D. client-pass 

E. grant-client-traffic 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The listing below is an excerpt from a Squid configuration filE. 
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A. Users connecting from localhost will be able to access web sites through this proxy. 

B. It\\'s necessary to include a http_access rule denying access to all, at the end of the rules. 

C. It\\'s possible to use this proxy to access SSL enabled web sites listening on any port. 

D. This proxy can\\'t be used to access FTP servers listening on the default port. 

E. This proxy is misconfigured and no user will be able to access web sites through it. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option can be used to allow access to a BIND DNS server from only specified networks/hosts? 

A. Using the limit { ...; }; statement in the named configuration file. 

B. Using the allow-query { ...; }; statement in the named configuration file. 

C. Using the answer-only { ...; }; statement in the named configuration file. 

D. Using the allow-answer { ...; }; statement in the named configuration file. 

E. Using the query-access { ...; }; statement in the named configuration file. 

Correct Answer: B 
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